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1 of 1 review helpful A Sparkler By Mary One of my favorite books a true sparkler that s theatrical in scope and 
deeply nostalgic the whole way through Laugh out loud funny in some parts and darkly sad in others Carter s 
protagonist has a knack for the sentimental but both the author and Dora keep it checked for the most part For me this 
one shines above Nights at the Circus as Carter s true masterpiece it contain In their heyday on the vaudeville stages of 
the early twentieth century Dora Chance and her twin sister Nora unacknowledged daughters of Sir Melchior Hazard 
the greatest Shakespearean actor of his day were known as the Lucky Chances with private lives as colorful and erratic 
as their careers But now at age 75 Dora is typing up their life story and it is a tale indeed that Angela Carter tells A 
writer known for the richness of her imagination and wit as w From Publishers Weekly Carter who died this year 
delivers comic writing of the highest order in this giddy tale of a highly eccentric British theatrical family Copyright 
1992 Reed Business Information Inc From Library Journal 
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